
Providence of African Xylophone 

 

In 1972, Alexander Zotov taught mathematics at the Luanshya Campus of ZIT (now the 

Copperbelt University.)  He and his wife lived on campus in the “B” housing in the loop just to the 

front of our home.  The hollow tree where I found the caracal cat kittens was originally on his property 

until it was bulldozed down to make way for the home to be build two years after the completion of the 

first row of homes that we lived in. Alex and his wife lived quietly and to themselves.  They were a 

part of the Russian aid to Zambia and had to keep to them selves as the cold war was still raging.  They 

were young and had one boy about 7 years old. The boy we never saw, as he had contracted hepatitis 

in Mwinilunga which is situated in Northwest Zambia where Alexander taught high school. Their son 

was very sick and had to return suddenly to Russia to get proper treatment. Alexander and his wife 

were moved to teach math at ZIT with Doctor Ziegler who lived right beside them at the end of the 

“B” housing loop. Shortly after the Zotov’s arrived, we invited them over for coffee as it was a bit of a 

thrill and a mutual curiosity to have a real communist Russian visit with us in 1972.  Alexander and his 

wife always talked the strict party line and shared with us they had to get all visits with us cleared 

beforehand with the Russian Embassy and KGB.   

Soon after arriving at ZIT, Alexander’s wife returned to Russia to be with here sick son. 

Alexander was obviously very lonely for his wife and child and we invited him over to play chess on 

several occasions. As time went on Alexander relaxed a bit and we enjoyed playing chess together but 

he was by far the better player than me.  He really liked the boys as they were about the same age as 

his son who was still sick in far away Russia. He even played chess with the boys on occasion.  

Whatever he saw in our home, he was quick to tell us that in Russia they had better, including our 

clothing.  We smiled as what we wore as all of Zambian manufacture.  

On one of Alexander’s visits, we were keeping Pierre, the African Grey parrot for Harold and 

Leora Peacock, who were on holidays. 

At this time, Pierre could talk all sorts of Bemba words and kitchen sound but did not talk much 

English that we had heard. 

Alexander was thrilled with the bird and held Pierre who seemed equally interested in Alexander. 

Alexander repeatedly said, “I looove you” in a deep bass Russian accent.  

 “I loovv you” caught Pierre’s fancy and from then on Pierre would clearly state to all who would 

listen, “I looov you” in the same deep bass Russian accent. 

Soon Alexander was packing to return to Russia.  One day, he declared that he would be rich 

when he returned as he was taking back to Russia as his sea freight baggage allowance, stainless steel 

sinks and Toyota part.  This small revelation told volumes about the condition back home in his part of 

Russia in 1972. He asked if he could trade some of the larger things, he had collected in Mwinilunga 

for some small ivory things I had made and other crafts that we had collected. 

I traded several small hippo tooth ivory bottle openers (before twist tops were seen in Zambia) for 

the xylophone and sticks to play it. Alexander told me that he had traded it with a village band for a 

Russian saxophone in the bush in a remote village near Mwinilunga. Some of the tuned resonating 

gourds still had the word, “Zotov” written on them by Alexander in blue chalk in 1972. 

We noticed that some wood eating bug/beetles were eating at the notes and leaving little piles of 

sawdust behind.  We promptly put it into a large oven at the College kitchen on low heat for several 

hours to sterilize it.  This worked but several notes had changed frequency and it had gone out of tune 

slightly.  

We all enjoyed the xylophone and Lorne and Dale both loved to bang away on it.  Even I leant to 

play the first lines of the Zambian National Anthem on it. 

In 1974 we moved to Kitwe and in 1976, I made a packing box for it and carefully packed for its 

trip back to Canada where it still resides in our home. 



The xylophone is made entirely from parts grown in the North-Eastern Zambia next to the Congo.  

It has no iron or nails in its construction.  The stick frame has been carved out with an adze not sawn. 

The locally grown gourds must be exactly the right shape and length to work as “passive quarter-wave 

ported resonators” for each note.  The white paper-like circles on the gourds, are strong flexible silk 

membranes of “trap-door spider”, collected from the doors of the spider’s homes. It is strong and 

lightweight and stuck on with tree gum. This technology is truly amazingly, well honed to produce a 

beautiful sounds and sights of Central Africa. The two sticks/hammers for striking the notes are made 

with dipping the stick repeatedly in natural tree sap rubber and then covering the rubber ball with soft 

cloth. 

The copper tray seen behind I made from a sheet of copper early in my work in Zambia. 

 

 


